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Well-dressed states for wave-packet dynamics in cavity QED
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The quantization of atomic center-of-mass motion is considered within the context of cavity QED with
particular emphasis on the dynamics of localized wave packets. ‘‘Well-dressed’’ states are introduced as an
eigenbasis that incorporates both the quantized atom-field interaction and the external bound states of a
potential well. The interplay of internal and external time scales generates qualitatively new dynamics such as
novel ‘‘collapses’’ and ‘‘revivals.’’@S1050-2947~97!10411-5#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Md, 33.80.Ps, 42.50.Fx
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenal rate of development of atomic cool
and trapping has important implications for cavity quantu
electrodynamics~cavity QED! @1# with cold atoms. For ex-
ample, recently the first steps have been taken to exp
coupled external center-of-mass~c.m.! and internal~atomic
dipole1quantized cavity field! dynamics in an experimen
involving cold atoms falling one by one through a microca
ity with mean intracavity photon number&1 @2#. Motivated
by such emerging technical capabilities and by the pot
tially broad scientific impact, here we investigate the str
ture and dynamics for an atom strongly coupled to a qu
tized field in a regime for which the dipole coupling ener
\g is comparable to the atomic kinetic energyEk . With cold
atoms, a fully quantized treatment of the atomic c.m. degr
of freedom is necessary in order to account for the wa
packet nature of the c.m. state. This situation has not b
important for previous experimental work in cavity QED
which atoms from a thermal beam transit through a qu
tized cavity field with kinetic energyEk large compared to
the coupling energy\g @1# and for which the c.m. motion
could be treated classically.

That the atom-field coupling for the internal degrees
freedom could have important consequences for the exte
c.m. motion was recognized in the seminal work of Re
@3–6#, where scattering from the localized potential\g(r ) as
well as trapping was first considered. Since then, a num
of treatments of quantized motion in cavity QED have a
peared related to diverse problems in optical physics, inc
ing cooling and trapping in a cavity withn;1 quanta
@4,7,8#, atomic position measurements via entanglement w
the cavity field@9–11#, and quantum nondemolition dete
tion of the intracavity photon number based upon atom
deflections@12–15#. Also analyzed have been the role
atomic motion on the intracavity radiative process, as,
example, in Refs.@16,17#, and other progeny in cavity QED
including most importantly the recent work on the microm
ser with quantized c.m. motion@18#.

Within the context of this general theme, our curre
analysis explores the interplay of the finite spatial extent o
c.m. wave packetc~r ! with the quantum field mode structur
g(r ), as is relevant to several important areas, includ
quantum logic with atoms in a cavity@19,20# and quantum
state synthesis in cavity QED@21,22#.
561050-2947/97/56~5!/4287~9!/$10.00
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Beginning in Sec. II with the spectrum of eigenvalues,
extend the familiar dressed states of the Jaynes-Cumm
Hamiltonian to include bound c.m. states that arise eit
because of an intrinsic spatial variation in the atom-field c
pling g(r ) or because of an externally applied atomic pote
tial Vext(r ), e.g., as in an rf Paul trap@23#. Spatially localized
eigenstates for both the external motion in a potential w
and for the internal atom-field interaction are termed ‘‘we
dressed’’ states, with the eigenvalue spectra in three dist
regimes illustrated in Fig. 1 and described in more de
below.

To explore the type of new dynamical phenomena t
can arise from the interplay of internal and external degr
of freedom, we consider in Sec. III an atom initially loca
ized in the modeg(r )5g0U(r ) with one photon and find
substantial modifications to the familiar Rabi nutation ra
2g(r ). New coupling strengthsgeff

(1,2) characterize the initial

FIG. 1. Eigenvalue spectra for the ‘‘well-dressed’’ state
Shown is the n-excitation manifold for the three cases~a!
Vext@\gmAn, ~b! \gmAn@Vext , and~c! Vext50, where in~c!, the
curvature ing(r ) supports bound states. The quantitiesVn and
gqq[^cqug(r )ucq& are discussed in the text.
4287 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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4288 56D. W. VERNOOY AND H. J. KIMBLE
evolution of the atomic dipole and inversion, which are
general distinct quantities with a strong dependence on
atomic c.m. state, being given by overlap integrals ofg(r )
and the c.m. wave functionsc~r !. More generally, already
implicit in Fig. 1 for the eigenvalues of the well-dresse
states are new c.m.-dependent spatial and temporal sc
t i , where forg0t1*1, wave-packet delocalization can lea
to a ‘‘collapse’’ of internal atom-field coherences while f
g0t2.1 ‘‘revivals’’ of this coherence are possible.

An emphasis on localized bound states distinguishes
work from most previous treatments of quantized motion
cavity QED@4–19#, which have largely dealt with scatterin
of unbound momentum eigenstates. Perhaps the treatm
of most relevance to our own current effort is the work
Refs.@17,18#. In Ref. @17#, for example, a quantum mechan
cal treatment of an atom in a standing wave optical cavit
used to study the diffusion in momentum space of an ini
c.m. momentum eigenstate and the modifications of the
diative spectra due to c.m. quantization. Although a spe
case of Fig. 1~c! in this present paper was introduced in R
@17# for a one-dimensional~1D! standing wave, the formal
ism is applied there to delocalized momentum states
extend over many wavelengths~e.g., see Figs. 1–3 of Re
@17#!. By contrast, our emphasis is on the structure and
namics of spatially localized bound states~such as those
formed in the potential seen by an atom confined to asingle
optical wavelength! for which the dynamical processes ha
not been previously considered. These localized wave fu
tions are complex superpositions of~delocalized! Bloch
states and, for the deepest bound states we consider he
typical tunneling time would be by far the longest time sc
in the problem.

Bound-state structure does play a critical role in the be
tiful treatment in Ref.@18# of the ‘‘mazer,’’ for which inci-
dent cold atoms are transmitted or reflected from the qu
tized field of a micromaser. In this work, the resonances
the scattering process are associated with the upper
bound state in the potential formed by the quantized fie
This treatment, however, tended not to emphasize the
scale of the initial c.m. wave packet with respect to the ty
cal wavelength of the quantum field nor the dynamics wit
the potential well itself. The analyses in@15,16#, though very
interesting in their own right, also do not place the sa
emphasis on localized c.m. wave packets or their expan
in terms of the bound states of the optical potential as we
here.

Note that all this work, including our own, builds to som
extent on preceding work withclassical fields outside the
realm of cavity QED in which both internal and extern
~c.m.! atomic degrees of freedom must be quantized in
presence of resonant or quasiresonant excitation. Optical
lasses ~including treatments of delocalized momentu
states! @24#, trapped ions@25,26#, atom lasers@27#, and novel
atomic cooling and trapping schemes@28# using classical
light fields and their associated forces have all been treate
this way.

In such problems involving atoms, the Raman-Nath
proximation is often invoked, which tends to deemphas
the motion of the atom over its internal state lifetime. F
ions, especially given the recent experimental interest in c
pling ion traps with high-finesse optical cavities, one m
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consider dynamics when the Lamb-Dicke parameter is la
enough to spread the c.m. wave packet over an apprec
fraction of an optical wavelength. These are things that
wish to allow for here, contingent upon the relative mag
tudes of the typical energies in the problem, as will be d
veloped further in Sec. II.

Against this backdrop, the structure of the present pape
as follows. In Sec. II we explore the structure of the we
dressed states in three distinct regimes. In Sec. III, dynam
in two of these regimes is investigated. A simple 1D mod
is used to illustrate some of the unique features that can a
within our formalism. Finally, Sec. IV includes a brief dis
cussion of the role of dissipation on the otherwise coher
dynamics of Sec. III.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE WELL-DRESSED STATES

Turning now to the details of our treatment, we begin
introducing the system Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2ma
1Vext~r !1\g~r !HIF , ~1!

whereHIF5(s2a†1as1) is the Jaynes-Cummings intera
tion written in a rotating frame atvatom5vcavity[v0 . Here,
r , p are c.m. position and momentum operators for an at
of massma , s1 is the internal atomic raising operator, an
a† is the creation operator for the cavity field mode.Vext is
assumed to have a bound-state structure$ucq&,Eq% when
g(r )50, and similarly, the term ing(r ) can be interpreted a
an internal state-dependent potential where, forVext50, we
have eigenstates$ufp&,Ep% of H. The well-known dressed
states ofHIF are @29#

uDn,6&5
1

&
~ ue,n21&6ug,n&), ~2!

with En,656An and with the convention tha
g(r ).0@g(r ),0# corresponds to a decrease~increase! in
energy foruDn,2& (uDn,1&). For the time being, we neglec
the effects of dissipation.

Rather than specify a particular form forg(r ), we con-
centrate first on the generic behavior ofg(r ) around a field
extremum g(r0). For simplicity, we consider one
dimension with r0→z0 and with gm[g(z0). Here,
j[u (1/gm)@d2g(z)/dz2#uz5z0

u21/2 characterizes the magn

tude of the curvature ofg(z0), with h its sign. In a harmonic
approximation, the bound states$ufp&% associated with the
dressed stateuDn,2& ~in the case of a single field maximum

with h,0! have an energy spectrumEp5(p1 1
2 )\Vn

(p50,1,2,...), where

\Vn5A2~\gmAn!S \2

2maj2D . ~3!

In general, the requirement for bound states is thatA2Rn,1,
with

Rn[
~\2/2maj2!

\gmAn
. ~4!
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56 4289WELL-DRESSED STATES FOR WAVE-PACKET DYNAMICS . . .
Note thatR1 is analogous to the parameterR in @17#.
As our intention here is to identify generic featur

brought by the c.m. state dependence to the usual dres
state structure, we will not consider the general solution
Eq. ~1! with arbitrary functional forms forg(r ) andVext(r ).
Instead, with the straightforward definitions and observati
above, we can understand the bound-state structure ofH in
several limiting cases of experimental relevance. The th
energy scales necessary for determining the appropriate
eigenbasis are the coupling energy\gmAn, the energy split-
ting DEq for the bound states$ucq&% of Vext, and the energy
splitting \Vn associated with the bound states$ufp&% of
\g(r ).

Perhaps the simplest case to consider first is that
which the external potential is dominant, name
DEq@\gmAn. In this regime, the well-dressed state stru
ture is solved using$ucq&% as a fixed basis for the c.m. an
\g(r )HIF is viewed as a perturbation. The eigensolutions
H are $ucq& ^ uDn,6&,Eq6\Angqq%, where the matrix ele-
mentgqq is defined by

gqq[^cqug~r !ucq&5^g~r !&q . ~5!

The finite size of the wave packet inherent ingqq distin-
guishes this case from much of the previous work in cav
QED. It can certainly be the case that^g(r )&qÞg(^r &q) for
the bound states ofVext, as in Figs. 2~a!, and 2~b!. One sees
that this condition arises when the atomic c.m. wave funct
has spatial structure on a scale commensurate with that o
quantum field to which it is coupled. Variations in atom
wave-packet probability density on this scale can profoun
influence the coupled atom-field evolution.

More generally, the c.m.-dependent Jaynes-Cummi
ladder~i.e., the well-dressed states! for this regime is illus-
trated in Fig. 1~a!. Note that ‘‘Rabi flopping’’ proceeds at th
c.m. state-dependent rate 2Angqq , which can be completely
suppressed (gqq→0) due to the spatial structure ofg(r ) with
respect tocq(r ). Spectroscopic investigation of the structu
would, in general, involve c.m. state-dependent transiti
within each manifold. With reference to Fig. 1~a!, for ex-
ample, a transition fromucq& ^ uDn,2& to ucq8& ^ uDn,1&
would have its amplitude determined by the value
its c.m. structure-dependent ‘‘Franck-Condon’’ factorgq8q
5^cq8ug(r )ucq&.

A second regime interchanges the roles ofVext(r ) and
\g(r ), such that\gmAn@DEq@\Vn . Here,j is assumed
sufficiently large so that the couplingg(r );g0 acts simply
as a global shift to$Eq%. In this regime, the well-dresse
states ofH are $(ucq& ^ uDn,6&),(6\Ang01Eq)% as illus-
trated in Fig. 1~b!. The large curvaturej in the cavity field
allows the atomic c.m. to remain coupled predominantly
the bound states ofVext(r ). The interaction energy associate
with the internal degrees of freedom appear more or les
in the standard Jaynes-Cummings ladder, modified now
the fine structure associated with the atomic c.m. In fact th
are additionallysmallshiftsgqq of each eigenstate due to th
spatial dependence ofg(r ). These shifts are assumed to
of higher order and are not shown. Note that the sepa
limits of Figs. 1~a!, and 1~b! begin to converge as the boun
state spacings ofg(r ) and Vext(r ) approach one anothe
opening the way for more complicated structure~as, for ex-
ed-
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ample, with increasingn! and dynamics. For example, th
‘‘vacuum Rabi’’ transition from then50 to then51 mani-
fold must also include the relevant ‘‘Franck-Condon’’ matr
element governing the possibility of an associated c.m. s
transition.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the c.m. bound states~a! cq510(r ) and
~b! cq510(r ) with the coupling coefficientg(r ) for the whispering
gallery mode of a fused-silica microsphere of radius 50mm and
mode numbers~a! ~L5521,M5517! and~b! ~L5521,M5516!. A
dipole-force trap of depth 2mK providesVext ~the atom galleryof
@30#!, with $cq(r )% determined in@31#. Note in ~b! geff

(1)50 while
geff

(2)Þ0.
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4290 56D. W. VERNOOY AND H. J. KIMBLE
Finally, a third regime takes\gmAn@ \Vn@DEq . In
fact, here we considerVext(r ) only as a means of providing
well-defined initial state for an atomic wave packet, af
which its effect is assumed negligible compared to the ca
field @e.g.,Vext(r ) switched off withg(r ) switched on#. For a
given n manifold, the Jaynes-Cummings ladder in t
dressed-state picture is not split by6\g. Instead, the well-
dressed states$ufp&% are associated with the minima of th
respective potentialsV6(r )56\Ang(r ) for uDn,6& as in
Fig. 1~c! for the bound states ofV2 , with the repulsive
barrier seen byuDn,1& at that spatial location omitted. This i
a consequence of the fact that the dressed stateuDn,2& is
attracted towards the regions of negative curvature ing(r )
@h,0# while uDn,1& is repulsed, and conversely forh.0.
This structure is heavily dependent on well depth a
changes with the manifold leveln. Nevertheless, we empha
size that in the harmonic approximation~and indeed for more
general potentials as well! the level spacing within a given
n-manifold is given by\Vn and scales as (n)1/4. Note that
this same factor (n)1/4 plays a central role in the work o
@18#, for scattering of a cold atom from a potential formed
the cavity field. In that case,j is set by the lengthL of the
well and successive scattering resonances for increa
g0L, in the low-energy limit, are associated with increme
of the round trip phase in units of 2p, which is precisely the
condition for the addition of another bound state in the as
ciated square well potential of depthg0 . Implicit in that
analysis is the use of an external mechanism, such as
potentialVext(r ), to produce the initially cold wave packet

In terms of a physical implementation, an example r
evant to the two regimes of Fig. 1~a! and 1~b! is a trapped
ion interacting with a cavity mode. In the microwave doma
@1#, typical cavities haveg0/2p;20 kHz, while the vibra-
tional frequencies for an rf Paul trap acting asVext(r ) are
DEq /h;1 MHz andj!lm-wave, so that the conditions fo
Fig. 1~a! are satisfied. By contrast, in the optical doma
@1,2# g0/2p;10 MHz, as is appropriate to Fig. 1~b!, where
for a heavy atom,Vn/2p;200 kHz<DEq /h in an optical
standing wave.

For the regime of Fig. 1~c!, we have in mind a light atom
such as He* , initially prepared in a c.m. eigenstate o
Vext(r ), which could be switched on in the form of a dipol
force trap as in Ref.@32# to provide an initial set of well-
defined eigenstates withg(r )50. The atom is then allowed
to interact with a single mode of an optical cavity. This r
quires a transition toVext(r )50 with g(r )Þ0 and could be
accomplished forVext(r ) by simply gating the intensity o
the dipole-force trap, whileg(r ) could be controlled via the
mechanism discussed in Refs.@21,22,20#. Here, the effective
coupling is given as the geometric mean ofg(r ) and an
external control fieldV(t), with the ‘‘two-level’’ atom being
the two ground states in aL configuration connected via th
excited state byg(r ) andV(t). Some realistic experimenta
parameters in the regime of Fig. 1~c! for He* will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV.

III. DYNAMICS

Rather than focus on any one of the diverse applicati
of the eigenvalue structure of Fig. 1, we turn to a discuss
of dynamics in an attempt to emphasize some of the gen
r
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features encountered for wave-packet dynamics in a qu
tized cavity field. We begin with atomic spontaneous em
sion in the regime of Fig. 1~a!. Here we have utilized the
well-dressed states for an atom bound near the surface
dielectric microsphere~as in Fig. 2! to calculate modifica-
tions of radiative processesincluding the c.m. state and hav
found significant~100%! state-to-state variations in the spo
taneous decay rates associated with the finite extent ofcq(r )
as compared tog(r ) via gqq . Expressed in qualitative terms
this work extends the well-known results for altered radiat
processes for a point dipole in the vicinity of a dielectr
boundary to the case of an extended wave packet. As w
the dynamics accompanying heating of the atomic c.m. m
tion in theatom gallery@30# depend strongly oncq(r ), with
sharply decreasing rates of heating with increasingq, as dis-
cussed in detail in@31#.

To address more directly issues of wave-packet dynam
in cavity QED in a nonperturbative regime~i.e., coherent
coupling@cavity or atomic dissipative rates!, we now con-
centrate on a simple example in the regime appropriate
Fig. 1~c!. For an initial c.m. wave packetuCc.m.(0)&
5*d3r f 0(r )ur & and a coupled field and internal atomic sta
(c1uDn,1&1c2uDn,2&), we find the full quantum state a
any later timet to be

uC tot~ t !&5 (
e56

~cee
2 ~ i /\! HetuDn,e&)uCc.m.~0!&, ~6!

with H65 p2/2ma6\Ang(r ) and with dissipation ne-
glected. The usual c.m. statef 0(r )5d3(r2r0) leads to Rabi
oscillations with frequencyVn52Ang(r0). However, the
wave-packet nature of the c.m. gives rise to new issues
are illustrated in the following 1D problem with the ato
initially confined in someVext, which is quickly switched off
~so thatuCc.m.(0)& cannot adiabatically follow the change!.
The atom is then coupled to a resonant cavity with mo
function g(z). As it is known that the preeminent require
ment for possible experimental implementation of wa
packet dynamics in cavity QED is that\g;Ek @4–18#, here
we assume that the bound state energies ofVext are initially
of the same order as\g0 so that an atom prepared in one
these states will remain localized when coupled to the cav

For gt!1, it is possible to find analytical expressions f
the atomic dipolê s2(t)& and the excited state probabilit
Pe(t)5^s1(t)s2(t)&. For an atom initially in the ground
state andn11 quanta in the field,uC tot(t50)&5ug,n11&
^uCc.m.(0)& ~i.e., c6561/&!, we have ^s2(t)&
52 iAngeff

(1)t, where

geff
~1![E dzg~z!u f 0~z!u2. ~7!

This reproduces the usual expression

^s2~ t !&52 i cos~Angt!sin~Angt!;2 iAngt

for small t if g→geff
(1) . Furthermore,Pe(t)5n(geff

(2))2t2 with

geff
~2![E dzug~z!u2u f 0~z!u2, ~8!
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which is the smallt equivalent of the Rabi probability
sin2(Angt) with g→geff

(2) . Note that the dependence o
^s2(t)& and Pe(t) on f 0(z) can be profound and unlike
anything that a ‘‘billiard ball’’ model for the atomic c.m
might predict. For example, for the particular atom galle
state shown in Fig. 2~b! interacting with the whispering gal
lery mode ~WGM! gM5L25 , geff

(1)50 so that ^s2(t)&50,
while geff

(2)Þ0 such thatPe(t)Þ0.
More generally, defining time-evolved dressed-state w

packets f 6(z,t)5^zue2 ( i /\) H6t*dz8 f 0(z8)uz8& associated
with uC tot(0)& leads to the excited-state probability for a
times as

Pe~ t !5
1

2
1c1* c2 ReS E dz f1* ~z,t ! f 2~z,t ! D . ~9!

Here, Pe(t) is given as an overlap~interference! of ampli-
tudesfor the dressed-state wave packets associated with
two potentialsV6[6\g(z). Significantly, coherent interna
state dynamics are now linked self-consistently with the
herent evolution of the external c.m. state. A qualitative
similar linkage has been analyzed in the context of the
cromaser operating with cold atoms@18#.

The c.m. state dependency of these various expressio
made explicit by assuming a standing-wave cavity w
g(z)5g0 cos(kz) and an infinite square well forVext,

Vext5H `, z,z1 , z.z11a

0, z1,z,z11a,
~10!

with a;l0/2p5 1/k , which has bound states

$cq~z!%5HA2

a
sinS qp

a
~z2z1! D J ~11!

for z1,z,z11a and integersq>1. The bound state ener
gies are$Eq%5$\2p2q2/2maa2 %. Figure 3 illustrates the
situation for the two bound statesq51,2.

The quadratic short time dependence ofPe(t) with char-
acteristic curvature given by the c.m. state-dependent
geff

(2) of Eq. ~8! for the initial c.m. statesq51,2 is shown in
Fig. 4. The dependence onq of these curves can be unde
stood from the difference in the overlap integrals ofcq(z)
with ug(z)u2 as predicted by Eq.~8!.

Turning now to dynamics on longer time scales, in Figs
and 7, we illustrate various aspects of the interplay of
c.m. and internal dynamics for several choices of the par
eters (ma ,g0 ,R1) and f 0(z), where in all casesc6561/&.
From the insets in Fig. 5,f 0(z) is taken to be either the
ground state@c1(z)# or the first excited state@c2(z)# of
Vext. It is clear that for the choices ofz1 shown, the wave
packetsf 6(z,t) will move into adjacent potential wells be
cause the dressed statesuD1,6& see potentials
V6[6\g0 cos(kz). More quantitatively,f 6(z,t) are com-
puted by reexpressingf 0(z) in terms of the well-dressed
states$fp(z),Ep5\vp% as

f 6~z,t !5(
p

cpe2 ivptfp~z!, ~12!

where, as expected, the expansion coefficient is given b
e

he

-

i-

is

te

5
e
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cp5E dz8fp* ~z8! f 0~z8!. ~13!

It is worth reiterating that in order to distinguishf 6(z,t)
in Eq. ~12!, the appropriate$fp(z)% to use is the set localized
to the ~spatially distinct! potential minima seen byuD1,6&.
Taking g0/2p520 MHz @as is relevant to Fig. 5~a!#, for ex-
ample, the potentialV15\g(z) for n51 is found numeri-
cally to have 177 bound states. For the initial states here w
a!l0 , we have verified the validity of evaluating the time
evolution in terms of$fp(z)% only ~i.e., neglecting the con-

FIG. 3. An illustration of the situation in which bound state
cq51,2 @Eq. ~11!# of Vext(z) @Eq. ~10!# evolve dynamically when
starting in the atomic ground state in the one-photon field of
cavity with mode functiong(z)5g0 sin(kz). The dressed states
uD1,6& will see the potentials labeled byV1 ~dashed! and V2

~solid!, respectively.

FIG. 4. Quadratic short time evolution ofPe(t) for the two
statesq51 ~solid! andq52 ~dashed! of Fig. 3. The different rates
of growth here are due to the overlap of these two wave functio
with the quantum field profileg(z) as quantified bygeff

(2) of Eq. ~8!.
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tinuum! with independent calculations using the split ope
tor method@33#. In Fig. 6, we show the decomposition of th
initial statesq51,2 in terms of the set of 30 bound states
V1 for the parameters of Figs. 5~b!, and 5~c!. In this figure,
we plot ucpu2 from Eq.~13! as a function of bound statep. It
is clear that, even neglecting the continuum, this basis
completely adequate for the decomposition of the sta
$cq(z)% for smallq, and that the use of a more general ba
~such as the delocalized Bloch states! would only obscure the

FIG. 5. Evolution ofPe(t) for three different initial c.m. wave
packets in the n51 manifold with ma5133 amu. In ~a!
g0/2p520 MHz and R15131024, while in ~b! and ~c!
g0/2p51 MHz so thatR15231023. Insets showf 0(z) ~solid line!
for the q51 state in~a!,~b! andq52 in ~c!, and the~normalized!
dressed-state potentialsV6 ~dashed lines!.
-

f

is
s

s

dynamics. Of course, asq increases, it would then becom
important to extend the basis over multiple wavelengths
account for tunneling of these higher energy states.

From Fig. 5~a!, we see a time dependence forPe(t) remi-
niscent of the well-known ‘‘collapse’’ of Rabi oscillation
caused by a spread in valuesVn52gAn associated with a
distribution inn @34#. Similarly, here the collapse is brough
about in part by dispersion inV1 ~now for fixed n51! set by
the structure off 0(z) relative tog(z). In addition, on a time
scalet1 given by

g0t1;A ka

2R1
, ~14!

the wave packetsf 6(z,t) separate due to their evolution
alongV6 , driving the overlap of amplitudes in Eq.~9!, and
hence dynamical evolution ofPe(t) to zero. A completely
analogous evolution occurs for an initially excited atom w
no photons in the cavity, which might be termed a ‘‘vacuu
Rabi’’ splitting @34# where now the atomic wave packet
split by its own radiation reaction field.

The longer term evolution ofPe(t) is illustrated in Figs.
5~b! and 5~c! for different choices off 0(z). Without delving
into the details, it should be clear that there is a profou
dependence of the dynamics onf 0(z). For example, the ini-
tial rise ofPe(t) for small t is given bygeff

(2) in each case, bu
with a ratio geff

(2)@q51#/geff
(2)@q52#.1.4. Further note tha

geff
(1) @q51,2#50 in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! while geff

(1)@q51#Þ0 in
Fig. 5~a! as a consequence of the different initial c.m. stat

Beyond the initial ‘‘collapse’’ regime,Pe(t) is quiescent
with then a ‘‘revival’’ occurring nearg0t25110 as in Figs.
5~b! and 5~c!. From the previous discussion of Fig. 1~c!, an
estimate of the ‘‘oscillator’’ frequency for the c.m. i
V1 /g0;A2R1; 2p/100. Clearly, the overlap integral be
tween f 6(z,t) in Pe(t) in Eq. ~9! has nonzero contribution
at z;z1 when the two dressed-state components of the w
packet interfere, connecting the c.m. time scale 2p/V1 to the

FIG. 6. Decomposition of the statesq51 ~dashed! and q52
~solid! of Fig. 3 in terms of the 30 bound states$fp(z)% of V6 as is
relevant to the parameters of Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. We plotucpu2 from
Eq. ~13! as a function of bound statep. In both cases,
(pucpu2.98%.
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long-term dynamical evolution ofPe(t) via t2 . In fact, the
resulting identification oft2 as

g0t2;
2p

A2R1

~15!

produces reasonable agreement witht2 in Figs. 5~b! and
5~c!.

The particular details of the fine structure ofPe(t) at mul-
tiples of the initial revival timet2 ~i.e., t2,2t2 , . . . ! depend
upon the overlap off 0(z) with $fp(z)%. In qualitative terms,
the oscillations forq51 have twice the frequency as fo
q52 since the probability density forc2(z) has twice the
number of maxima asc1(z), illustrating the dependence o
the dynamics on the initial c.m. stateq. Beyond the first few
revivals, the anharmonic character ofV6 enters to disperse
the wave packet.

To illustrate further the interplay of internal atom-cavi
and external c.m. time scales, we present in Fig. 7 two
amples which emphasize the role of the parameterRn . Since
the characteristic frequency interval for the bound states
g(z) given byVn /g0An;A2Rn, Rn should set the separa
tion of time scales between the internal and external s
dynamics, as Fig. 7 indeed demonstrates. Displayed is
quantityPe(t) from Eq.~9! with c6561/& and with f 0(z)
as in Fig. 5~b!. Figure 7~a! is computed forR15131024.

FIG. 7. The dependence ofPe(t) on the ratioRn is illustrated.
~a! Evolution ofPe(t); here,R15131024, with ma5133 amu and
g0/2p520 MHz as appropriate to theD2 line in cesium at 852 nm
In ~b! R15231022 with g0/2p52.5 MHz andma54 amu for the
transition at 1.083mm in He* .
x-

of

te
he

Figure 7~a! is representative of a rather large well dep
(g0/2p520 MHz) and small energy spacing of the eigenv
ues$Ep% as for an optical transition in a heavy atom such
cesium, whoseD2 transition wavelengthl05852 nm and
mass ma5133 amu. On the other hand, Fig. 7~b! has
R15231022, corresponding to a shallow well (g0/2p
52.5 MHz) with a less pronounced separation of time sca
between internal and external state dynamics. In this c
the parameters for a light atom, such as the metastable
sition at 1.08mm in He* of massma54 amu are appropri-
ate.

Note from Fig. 7~b! that in addition to the revivals them
selves att2 associated with the c.m. oscillations, there is y
a much larger time,t3 , for the recurrence of the revival
aroundg0t35800 that arise because of the small size of
basis set$ufp&%, which in Fig. 7~b! contains only the bound
states necessary for an accurate decomposition off 0(z). In
this case, the potential wellsV6 contain only 12 bound state
and the decomposition of the initial statef 0(z) uses only
about 5 of these. If the potential well were harmonic w
evenly spaced energy eigenstates, for example, the dec
position of the initial c.m. state into eigenstates of the w
could be considered like a Fourier series with only a fin
number of components. In this case, the whole c.m. s
time evolution is periodic at the highest eigenfrequen
~Fourier component! in this c.m.-state decomposition. This
the physical origin of the time scalet3 . Note that although
we have employed only then51 manifold in Figs. 5 and 7,
even more complex dynamics would follow from superpo
tions of othern manifolds.

Beyond the context of our current work, such behavior
familiar, for example, in the dynamics of wave packe
formed from sums of Rydberg states@35#. A distinguishing
characteristic within the setting of cavity QED is the pos
bility for modifications of the external state potential via th
internal state dynamics, and conversely. In fact, the inex
cable interweaving of the atomic c.m. motion and the evo
tion of the cavity field via coupling to the atomic dipole lea
to a host of exciting new phenomena at the frontier of qu
tum measurement@9#.

IV. DISSIPATION

Although we are currently investigating avenues of de
herence due to atomic spontaneous emission at rateG and
cavity decay at ratek rigorously via the QMCWF picture
~with initial results reported in@31#!, here we opt for a few
qualitative comments. As a realistic example of Fig. 1~c!,
consider the 2S→2P transition at 1.083mm in He* for
which g'/2p5G/4p;800 kHz. When coupled to a Fabry
Pérot microcavity with g0/2p;120 MHz and k/2p
;2.9 MHz ~length512mm, finesse523106 @36#!, this
gives Vn/2p;3.3 MHz.(g' ,k)/2p which opens up the
possibility for experimental verification of modification t
the Jaynes-Cummings manifold due to the quantized c
even in the presence of dissipation. An optical microsph
of ;20mm diameter hasg0/2p;125 MHz and k/2p
;100 kHz for a reasonableQ;109, which would again al-
low resolution of the well-dressed state splitting of Fig. 1~c!
even for then51 manifold. In fact,g0;104k seems feasible
for microspheres@30,37#. Generally in the optical domain
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g0 /G<102, although the role ofG can be greatly mitigated
through the use of dark-state resonances@19#. By contrast,
present technology in the microwave domain has alre
achieved g0 /k,G.1032104 @1#, albeit with
@(\g0 /kB);1 mK#! Ek /kB .

With regard to recoil kicks from atomic decay, note th
significant heating of the c.m. wave packet requires a t
TH;(DEq /Erecoil)G

21 @31#, whereDEq is the level spacing
of the relevant well-dressed states~Fig. 1! and
Erecoil5 \2k2/2ma . As an example, for the case of Fig. 1~c!,
with j; l0/2p, g0TH; (g0 /G)(1/ARn)@g0 /G for Rn small
as in Figs. 5 and 7. Here, the role ofRn is to increase the
naive estimate for the recoil heating time ofG21 by a factor
; 1/ARn by imposing bound state structure on the final c.
state in a spontaneous emission recoil.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the marriage of cav
QED with the atomic c.m. wave function and have analyz
some of the remarkable progeny that spring from this uni
The ‘‘well-dressed’’ states with the spectrum of eigenvalu
illustrated in Fig. 1 replace the more familiar dressed sta
of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, with three experim
in

J
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ls,
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tally distinguishable regimes having been identified. Impli
in the structure of the well-dressed states are modification
the usual interpretation of the atom-field couplingg(r ), such
as the quantitiesgqq , which express the overlap of theg(r )
with the bound statescq(r ) or the quantities$Ep ,fp(r )%,
which describe the bound state structure associated with
spatial variation ofg(r ) itself.

In addition, qualitative modifications of the usual dynam
cal processes in cavity QED arise from the interweaving
internal ~atomic dipole1cavity field! and c.m. degrees o
freedom. Although these ideas have been illustrated with
erence to a specific example~as in Figs. 5 and 7!, we antici-
pate as well that many features of our dynamical analy
~e.g., the time scalest i and couplingsgeff

(i) ! will be generic to
more realistic systems with 3D geometries and dissipatio
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